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ABSTRACT

Community-finding in graphs is the process of identifying
highly cohesive vertex subsets. Recently the vertex-centric
approach has been found effective for scalable graph pro-
cessing and is implemented in systems such as GraphLab
and Pregel. In the vertex-centric approach, the analysis is
decomposed into a set of local computations at each vertex
of the graph, with results propagated to neighbours along
the vertex’s edges. Many community finding algorithms are
amenable to this approach as they are based on the opti-
misation of an objective through a process of iterative local

update (ILU), in which vertices are successively moved to
the community of one of their neighbours in order to achieve
the highest local gain in the quality of the objective. The
sequential processing of such iterative algorithms generally
benefits from an asynchronous approach, where a vertex up-
date uses the most recent state as generated by the previ-
ous update of vertices in its neighbourhood. When vertices
are distributed over a parallel machine, the asynchronous
approach can encounter race conditions that impact on its
performance and destroy the consistency of the results. Al-
ternatively, a semi-synchronous approach ensures that only
non-conflicting vertices are updated simultaneously. In this
paper we study the semi-synchronous approach to ILU al-
gorithms for community finding on social networks. Be-
cause of the heavy-tailed vertex distribution, the order in
which vertex updates are applied in asynchronous ILU can
greatly impact both convergence time and quality of the
found communities. We study the impact of ordering on the
distributed label propagation and modularity maximisation
algorithms implemented on a shared-memory multicore ar-
chitecture. We demonstrate that the semi-synchronous ILU
approach is competitive in time and quality with the asyn-
chronous approach, while allowing the analyst to maintain
consistent control over update ordering. Thus, our imple-
mentation results in a more robust and predictable perfor-
mance and provides control over the order in which the node
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labels are updated, which is crucial to obtaining the correct
trade-off between running time and quality of communities
on many graph classes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

G.2.2 [DISCRETE MATHEMATICS]: Graph Theory
— Graph algorithms;
G.1.0 [NUMERICAL ANALYSIS]: General — Parallel
algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of identifying communities in large and com-

plex networks has received ample attention in recent years,
owing to its application in the analysis of social networks,
citation networks, the world-wide web, biological networks
and so on. Many different definitions of community struc-
ture have been proposed and various algorithms have been
developed to extract such structure from the complex net-
works that arise in real-world applications. Common to all
definitions is the notion that a community is a cohesive sub-
set of the nodes or vertices of the network graph. Such
cohesive subsets often correspond to meaningful structure
in the underlying real-world problem. When the network
is a social network, they can be interpreted as social com-
munities, but may be understood, in the case of biological
networks for instance, as important functional units. Met-
rics such as modularity and conductance have been proposed
to quantify the cohesiveness of communities. Other metrics,
such as normalised mutual information, allow a community
assignment to be compared against a set of ground-truth
communities. (See [4] for a comprehensive overview.)

In the last decade, one of the most studied metrics for
community detection is modularity [13] of a partition of the
graph vertices into a set of non-overlapping communities.
Modularity measures the cohesiveness of the given partition
on the given graph against the cohesiveness of the same par-
tition on a “null model” consisting of a random graph with
the same degree distribution. An alternative approach [16]
models community finding as an information theoretic prob-
lem of finding a set of modules or communities that minimise



the number of bits required in a particular encoding of a ran-
dom walk over the graph, resulting in an objective they call
the map equation. While in many ways very different models
of community, both of these approaches propose an objec-
tive function over the set of possible partitions, whose opti-
mum corresponds to the ‘best’ community structure under
the model. A number of other methods also seek a commu-
nity assignment to optimise a functional objective over the
set of possible assignments, including methods for overlap-
ping community detection, such as MOSES [12]. Given any
such model, we face the computational task of proposing an
algorithm to optimise its associated objective.
It transpires that among the best strategies for optimis-

ing any of these objectives, an algorithm based on iterative

local update (ILU) has proven particularly effective, both
in run-time performance and quality of the resulting com-
munities. In this approach, the community assignment is
initialised by assigning a unique community label to each
vertex. Each vertex is visited in some order; the communi-
ties of its neighbours are considered and the vertex is moved
to the neighbouring community that results in the largest
improvement in the objective, if it exists. Several passes
through the vertices are made, until no further moves gen-
erate an improvement in the objective, or more generally
until a threshold α of vertex updates fails to be reached.
This algorithm constitutes a single phase of the algorithm.
In [1, 16], further phases are applied in which the network
is rebuilt by merging connected nodes that share a commu-
nity and the algorithm is re-applied on the community graph
thus formed. The phases are repeated until no further im-
provement in the objective is obtained.
The most basic community-finding algorithm based on the

ILU method described above is the label propagation (LP)
algorithm [15]. LP does not depend on any explicit ob-
jective function, but rather, in each iteration, a vertex is
assigned the most frequent label (or the heaviest label in
case of weighted graph) among its neighbours and itself.
Ties can be broken arbitrarily, randomly, or in favour of
the maximum label. As above, this iterative process ter-
minates at an iteration in which no more than a threshold
α of vertices has moved. LP has emerged as a particularly
effective technique, that has been shown to result in good
quality community structure and has since been also used
as a fundamental block in many other complex community
detection ensemble schemes (e.g., [14]).
In many of the current parallel label-propagation imple-

mentations (e.g., [17]), the labels of the vertices are asyn-
chronously updated. In the shared-memory context, this
implies that whether an old or new label value of neighbours
is read at the update stage depends on the architecture and
systems-level details, such as when the cores flush their pri-
vate caches to memory and how is the memory hierarchy
shared between the different cores. This makes it impossi-
ble to control the sequential order in which the vertices are
updated in the ILU algorithm for community detection and
precludes any analysis of the outcome of the algorithm in
terms of this update ordering.
In this paper, we demonstrate that, for social network

graphs with highly non-uniform degree distributions, the
vertex update ordering has a large impact on the run-time
of the analysis and the quality of the resulting communities.
It is thus a key parameter of the computation. This suggests
that analysts wishing to explore the structural properties of

the network, should be able to control this update order,
independently of the details of the machine on which the al-
gorithm is run. Even if the analyst prefers a certain amount
of randomisation for the ensemble approaches to work bet-
ter with the ILU based approaches as basic building blocks,
she would prefer to control this randomisation and not leave
such a crucial aspect to the architecture and systems-layer
details. Thus we explore semi-synchronous parallel ILU al-
gorithms that use an input graph colouring to impose a ver-
tex update order. While the set of possible input orderings
is restricted by the requirement that it be efficiently com-
putable on the parallel machine, we address the question of
how to choose a colouring given a particular desired update
order and explore the convergence and run-time character-
istics of different colouring strategies.

Our Contribution Differently from previous work on
this topic, we explore the use of independent sets to compro-
mise between processor data independence and good mix-
ing of community labels during the course of the algorithm.
This so-called semi-synchronous approach was previously
proposed in [9] but not fully implemented and evaluated
on a parallel architecture. Specifically,

• We extend the semi-synchronous approach to a gen-
eral framework for community-finding using the ILU
method that includes objectives such as modularity and
the map equation.

• We perform a detailed empirical evaluation of various
design parameters on the performance of ILU method
and the quality of the resultant communities. We show
that the vertex update ordering and the colouring tech-
nique has a significant effect on the outcome of the ILU
algorithms.

• The empirical evaluation of design parameters enables
us to carefully engineer the semi-synchronous ILU that
is comparable in running time to the state-of-the-art
asynchronous implementations and yet provides the con-
sistent control of node update ordering to the devel-
oper. Our approach uses many optimisation tricks such
as keeping track of active nodes and a blocked colouring
strategy.

Outline Section 2 describes the iterative local update
methodology and the synchronous, asynchronous and semi-
synchronous techniques to parallelize it. Section 3 general-
izes the semi-synchronous approach to parallelize iterative
local update algorithms for optimising modularity and the
map equation as well. After outlining the datasets and ma-
chine architectures on which we carry out our study, in Sec-
tion 4, we examine the effect of different vertex visit order-
ings on the performance of an ILU algorithm in Section 5.
Section 6 discusses vertex ordering based on graph colour-
ing. Finally, Section 7 presents the results of our empirical
analysis.

1.1 Related Work
While we focus in this paper on implementation on shared

memory multicores, the ILU framework has formed the ba-
sis of so-called vertex-centric scalable graph processing sys-
tems such as Pregel [11], GraphLab [10] and GraphChi [8].
These systems solve graph-based data analytics problems
by iterating the computation of a vertex kernel function
over all vertices in the graph. Pregel and GraphLab can be



distinguished by the type of synchronisation they support.
Pregel supports synchronous algorithms in which computa-
tions proceed in a set of super-steps followed by a synchro-
nisation. Each vertex kernel running independently in par-
allel in a super-step cannot access any state changes made
by other vertices until the end of the super-step. GraphLab
supports asynchronous computations, where vertex kernels
can modify state shared with neighbouring vertices, during
an update sweep. Recognising the need for analysts to main-
tain consistency in their results, GraphLab enables serialis-
able asynchronous computations, ensuring that the parallel
asynchronous computation is equivalent to some sequential
update order.
The original GraphLab system supports a Chromatic En-

gine, analogous to the semi-synchronous approach we ex-
plore in this paper. This work was further extended in [7]
using colouring techniques to acquire independent sets while
also supporting dynamic data-graph computations. How-
ever, the recent PowerGraph [5] enhanced system relies in-
stead on a dynamic locking mechanism to ensure that con-
flicting assesses to shared data are resolved. While this guar-
antees that the computation is serialisable, the equivalent
sequential computation is difficult for the analyst to discern
as it is dependent on the parallel architecture.
Another distributed implementation of a constrained vari-

ant of the LP algorithm has been used in the graph partition-
ing system for Facebook’s“People You May Know”(PMYK)
service [18]. None of these works has considered the semi-
synchronous approach to parallelisation.
In other relevant state-of-the-art, different approaches to

the parallelisation of LP and greedy modularity maximisa-
tion have been evaluated in [17]. In fact, some of the engi-
neering tricks in our work (e.g., the use of active/inactive
flag described in section 3.1) are similar to those considered
in [17]. However the fundamental difference between the two
works is that while the implementations in [17] are based on
an asynchronous approach, our implementation is based on
semi-synchronous ILU algorithms (algorithm framework 2).
The engineering of the semi-synchronous algorithm necessi-
tates the study of the impact of graph colouring techniques
to identify independent sets and different node orderings,
which was not considered in [17].

1.2 Notation
In the rest of the text, we use the following notations. A

graph G(V,E) consists of a set of vertices V of size n and a
set of edges E ⊆ V ×V of size m. In this paper we consider
undirected graphs, such that (v, w) ∈ E ⇔ (w, v) ∈ E with,
optionally, an associated edge weight w : E → R

+, with
w(e) = 1 ∀e ∈ E in the unweighted case. Moreover, we write
∀v ∈ V,Nv = {w ∈ V |∃e = (v, w)} for the neighbourhood of
v; dv = |N(v)| for the degree of v; and kv =

∑

w∈Nv
w(e)

for the weighted degree of v. With a node numbering l :
V → {1, . . . , n} giving a unique integer identifier i = l(v)
for each v, we can use i to represent v and interchangeably
write ki for kv etc. The adjacency matrix of the graph is
the n×n matrix, A = {aij}, such that aij = w(e) whenever
(i, j) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. The output of a community
finding algorithm may be represented as the assignment of a
community label to each node in the graph, which we write
as ζ : V → N, where ζ(v) is the community label of node v.
It will be convenient to write ζ(A) for the set of all labels
on a subset of vertices A.

2. PARALLEL ILU
The algorithmic framework of the ILU method is shown

in Algorithm 1. Due to its local update of the node labels,
the ILU approach is considered to be well suited for a fast
and scalable implementation. In the ILU method, the work
carried out per vertex is a function of the vertex’s neigh-
bourhood size. A natural approach to parallelisation is to
partition the vertices among the available processors, up-
dating vertex labels in parallel. Provided the sum of the
neighbourhood sizes in each partition is balanced, then the
total work should be evenly balanced across the machine,
with little interprocessor communication required in the la-
bel update. However, this analysis neglects the fact that in
the serial algorithm, labels are updated in sequential order.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the label applied to vertex v at
iteration i, depends on the most recent labels obtained for
those neighbours, Np(v), visited previously to v on the cur-
rent iteration, and on the old labels for those neighbours,
Ns(v), visited later in the loop. In fact, the use of the most
recent label values during update is critical to allow fast
mixing of the labels, reducing the total number of required
iterations for the algorithm to converge to a stable set of
communities.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Local Update (ILU)

Input: G(V,E), α ≥ 0.
1: Initialize labels: ∀(v ∈ V ), ζ0(v) ← l(v) (l : V →
{1, . . . , n} gives a unique integer identifier)

2: i← 0, updated← n
3: while updated > α do

4: i← i+ 1, updated← 0
5: for ∀(v ∈ V ) do
6: ζi(v) = f (ζi(N

p(v)), ζi−1(N
s(v)) (f(.) is the lo-

cal update function)
7: if ζi(v) 6= ζi−1(v) then
8: updated← updated + 1
9: end if

10: end for

11: end while

Output: ∀ζi(v), v ∈ V

2.1 Levels of Synchronisation
We summarise the different strategies for parallelisation

of an ILU algorithm for community-finding on a shared-
memory multicore as follows:
Synchronous Parallelisation In this approach the labels
ζi(v) are updated based on the label values from the pre-
vious iteration only i.e. line 7 of Algorithm 1 becomes
ζi(v) = f (ζi−1(N(v))) and parallelisation is achieved by re-
placing line 5 of Algorithm 1 with a parallel for to dis-
tribute the vertices among the shared threads for processing.
This approach is preferable from the perspective of min-
imising shared memory access and avoiding race-conditions.
However, it comes at the penalty of poorer mixing of labels.
Asynchronous Parallelisation This strategy is simply to
ignore the race conditions incurred by a direct parallelisa-
tion of the serial algorithm, by using a single shared data
structure from which to read label values and write label
updates. In this case, when updating ζi(v), the label value
read for a neighbour w may correspond to ζi(w) or ζi−1(w),
depending on whether the thread processing w has written



Figure 1: Illustration of label oscillation problem on a
bipartite graph, showing the node labels (represented by
colours) in iteration i, i+ 1 and i+ 2

its label before that processing v reads it. The update or-
dering of vertices becomes dependent on the architecture of
the machine and moreover, may not correspond to any se-
quential ordering of vertex updates, since race conditions
can lead to a situation where two neighbouring vertices both
use their old values in their update step.
Semi-synchronous Parallelisation The key to this strat-
egy [9] is the use of a proper graph colouring i.e. a parti-
tioning of the vertex set V into a set of independent subsets
{C1, . . . Ck} such that Ci ⊂ V, Ci ∩ Cj = ∅, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k
and

⋃

i
Ci = V ; where, ∀i, no two vertices in Ci share an

edge. Vertex updates occur in order of colour, i.e. the ver-
tices in C1 are updated before those in C2 and so on, lead-
ing to a parallel algorithm which we call PSILU, of the form
shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Parallel Semi-synchronous Iterative Local
Update (PSILU)

Input: G(V,E), α ≥ 0, {C1, . . . , Ck}
1: Initialize labels: ∀(v ∈ V ), ζ0(v)← l(v)
2: i← 0, updated← n
3: while updated > α do

4: i← i+ 1, updated← 0
5: Initialize shared quantities

6: for ∀Cj , j = 1, . . . , k do

7: ParallelFor ∀(v ∈ Cj)
8: ζi(v) = f (ζi(N

p(v)), ζi−1(N
s(v)) (f(.) is the

local update function)
9: if ζi(v) 6= ζi−1(v) then
10: updated← updated + 1
11: end if

12: EndParallelFor

13: Parallel Reduce shared quantities

14: end for

15: end while

Output: ∀ζi(v), v ∈ V

2.2 Limitations of Synchronisation Levels
Synchronous Parallelisation The main problem of syn-

chronous parallelisation is the poor mixing of labels. An ex-
treme, but common, consequence of this poor mixing is that
there may be a cyclic oscillation of the labels of some vertices
(already observed in [15]). For instance, Figure 1 shows a
bi-partite graph and the node labels represented by colours.
In this scenario, the labels of the vertices in the two parts
of the graph oscillate from one iteration to another. This
problem prevents the convergence to a stable community
structure. Current parallel implementations side-step this
issue either by terminating when the number of nodes to be
updated is below a certain arbitrary threshold or by doing a
certain degree of asynchronous updating or both (e.g., [17]).

Asynchronous Parallelisation While updating vertices
in a particular serial order is beneficial for mixing of the la-
bels, race conditions in the asynchronous approach make it
impossible to control update ordering and thus preclude an
analysis of the performance in terms of this ordering. The
performance of the algorithm is highly dependent on the
low-level details of the architecture. In the shared-memory
context, whether an old or new label value is read at the
update stage depends on the timing of when the new label
value is flushed to memory. If many such updates occur
before the neighbourhood values have flushed, it can effec-
tively lead to a synchronous update. Such a behaviour can
push the number of iterations required to converge higher
than would be expected. Moreover, when new label values
do flush to memory, the writing of such shared label values
that must subsequently be read by another thread, destroys
cache coherency, requiring reads from memory rather than
cache.

Semi-synchronous Parallelisation Liu and Murata [9]
show that in the semi-synchronous variation of LP, the la-
bel oscillation problem disappears in a range of bipartite
graphs. This is later extended by Cordasco and Gargano [3]
to general graphs. The latter result formally proves that
this variant is guaranteed to converge. It also shows that the
communities identified by this variant have roughly the same
modularity score as the asynchronous approach on a range
of graphs. Furthermore, the results of the semi-synchronous
variant were shown to be more stable than the asynchronous
variant – the standard deviation of the modularity obtained
for different test settings was smaller.

Due to the independence property of each colour set, the
order in which the vertices are processed within a colour
does not affect the outcome of the algorithm. Moreover, as
only the vertices within a single colour set are processed in
parallel, label values of neighbours are never updated during
the parallel loop, removing race conditions from the outcome
of the algorithm and avoiding the cache coherency issues
of the fully asynchronous approach. Finally, the algorithm
still allows for significant label mixing during a single pass
of the algorithm through the vertex set, thus reducing the
number of iterations required by a synchronous algorithm,
while avoiding its convergence issues.

The considerable gains of the semi-synchronous paralleli-
sation in terms of convergence and consistency of results
are attained at the cost of additional synchronisation barri-
ers. For this reason, it was assumed to be too slow to be of
much practical merit and therefore, was not considered in
earlier parallel implementations of ILU in general and label-
propagation in particular. We analyse the effects of colour-
ing algorithms and vertex updated orderings on the perfor-
mance of the semi-synchronous approach and use it to en-
gineer an implementation based on a careful design choices.
In Section 7, we show the experimental results analysing the
performance of our engineered semi-synchronous implemen-
tation.

3. SEMI-SYNCHRONOUS ILU FOR MOD-

ULARITY MAXIMISATION AND MAP

EQUATION
In this section, we present our extension of the semi-

synchronous ILU for modularity maximisation (MM). The
key issue in this extension is that MM requires more states



to be maintained in order to compute the change in modu-
larity that drives the vertex update function. In particular,
while modularity depends on the adjacency matrix of the
given graph, it also depends on the volume of each com-
munity, where Volc =

∑

i∈c
ki. The change in modularity

when moving a node v from its current community c to the
community of a neighbouring node, d is:

∆mvcd =
2

M
(kv,d − kv,c)−

2

M2
kv(Vold −Volc + kv)

where kv,d is the sum of the edge weights from v to d and
M =

∑

i
ki. The second component of this expression is

non-local. Its existence implies that the order of vertex
updates even over independent vertex sets impacts on the
outcome of the algorithm and moving two vertices simulta-
neously on different threads may not be equivalent to any
sequential ordering. In fact, when vertices are moved simul-
taneously by different threads, the overall change in modu-
larity can be expressed as ∆m =

∑T

t=1
∆mt − I, where T

is the number of threads, ∆mt is the change in modularity
due to moving vertices assigned to thread t and I is a term
that expresses the interaction between vertices moved by dif-
ferent threads, which is unknown until threads synchronise
after a set of local updates.
The semi-synchronous strategy of restricting parallel up-

dates to independent sets restricts I to

I =
1

M2

∑

c

(

∆Vol2c −
T
∑

t=1

(∆Voltc)
2

)

(1)

where ∆Voltc is the overall change in the volume of com-
munity c due to the movement of vertices by thread t and
∆Volc is the overall change in the volume of c. The in-
teraction term is small in comparison to that which would
apply if non-independent sets of vertices were moved and,
if desired, can be easily corrected at each synchronisation
point. Volc (and I) may be updated by reduction after a set
of local updates (line 13 of Algorithm 2). Since in the ILU
approach we initialise with a community per node, rather
than reduce over such a large number of local values, it is
better to recompute the volume using the new community
labels.
Similarly, the objective function for the map equation [16]

depends on two sets of quantities, namely pc, the probabil-
ity that a random walk visits community c and qc, the exit
probability from community c, where these probabilities are
based on a random walk over the graph. When an inde-
pendent set of vertices is updated in parallel, the use of
independent sets reduces the error in state during parallel
update and the overall change to these shared quantities af-
ter the update is simply the sum of the change as calculated
independently on each thread.

3.1 Algorithm Optimisations
As the LP and MM algorithm approach convergence, the

last number of sweeps through the vertices result in just a
few vertices changing their label values. This phase of the
algorithm can be needlessly expensive. A key optimisation
used in [17], which we adopt in both our LP and MM algo-
rithms, is the maintenance of an active flag for each vertex.
Only active vertices are considered for update. Whenever a
vertex leaves its label unchanged, its active flag is set to
false; whenever a vertex changes its label, it sets the active
flags of its neighbours to true, so that they are considered

for update in the next pass. Even so, when the stopping cri-
terion is based on the fraction of vertices that move in each
sweep, the MM algorithm can perform a large number of up-
date steps as it approaches convergence, resulting in only a
very small change in the overall modularity. Hence, we stop
the algorithm when the perceived change in modularity (i.e.
the estimated ∆m, excluding the interaction term I) after
an update sweep is less than a given threshold (= 10−4 in
our experiments).

4. DATASETS AND ARCHITECTURES
Graphs considered Table 1 shows the graphs that we

consider in our experimental evaluation. Pokec, Orkut and
Livejournal 1 are online social networks and exhibit the com-
plex structure of such networks, such as high clustering and
heavy-tailed degree distribution. UK 20022 is obtained from
a crawl of the.uk domain. We choose this network to con-
trast with the social networks.

Architectures considered To evaluate the performance
of the shared memory implementation, we use the following
architecture:

• (Config A) A system with 2 x 10-core Intel Xeon E5-
2470 v2 2.4GHz processors, each with a shared 25MB
L3 cache and 256KB L2 cache per core and a total of
128GB RAM.

• (Config B) A system with 2 x 16-core 2.6 GHz AMD
Opteron 6282 SE processors and a total of 96GB RAM.
Each core has its private 2MB L2 cache while the 16
MB L3 cache is shared between 16 cores.

• (Config C) A system with 4-core (× 2 with hyper-
threading) 3.6GHz Intel(R) Core i7-3820 processor with
a shared 10MB L3 cache and 64GB RAM.

• (Config D) A system with 6-cores (× 4) 2.4GHz In-
tel(R) Xeon E7450 processor with a shared 12 MB L3
cache and 128GB RAM.

For the sake of brevity, we only highlight the key findings
on Config A and note that the results on Config B, C and
D are along similar lines.

Software designed We implemented our ILU LP and
MM code, using C++ and OpenMP. The OS has a Linux
Ubuntu (12.04 release) installation. We used the option -O3
with the gnu C++ compiler version 4.6.

5. EFFECT OF VERTEX VISIT ORDER ON

ASYNCHRONOUS ILU
The performance of the LP and MM ILU algorithms de-

pends intimately on how fast the labels mix, which in turn is
dependent on the order in which vertices are updated. Social
network graphs generally consist of a core of inter-connected
high degree nodes, along with low-degree ‘whiskers’ outside
the core. The node degrees are highly non-uniform, follow-
ing a heavy-tailed scale-free distribution. For such graphs,
in particular, we can expect highly different behaviour of
the LP algorithm depending on the ordering in which nodes
are traversed. Intuitively, ordering the nodes in decreasing
degree so that high-degree nodes are processed first should

1downloaded from http://snap.stanford.edu
2downloaded from http://law.di.unimi.it

http://snap.stanford.edu
http://law.di.unimi.it


Table 1: Networks used

Network # nodes # edges Avg. clustering Diameter Effective
coefficient Diameter

UK 2002 18,520,486 298,113,762 - 218 19.8
Orkut 3,072,441 117,185,083 0.16 9 4.8
Live Journal 4,847,571 42,851,237 0.2742 16 6.5
Pokec 1,632,803 22,301,964 0.1094 11 5.2

allow the labels to mix quickly from the core to the periph-
ery of the network. Alternatively, choosing a breadth-first
search (BFS) ordering from a chosen starting node allows
the labelling to mix outward from that node. Such order-
ings can lead to fast convergence of the LP algorithm. We
use the Pokec social network to study this mixing issue.

5.1 LP on Pokec
We introduce a work-load measure, W , to quantify the

work carried out during the full execution of the algorithm.
We define,

W =

#sweeps
∑

i=1

∑

v∈V i

active

kv;

the sum over all sweeps through the vertices of the degrees
of the vertices, V i

active, that are active during sweep i. This
is a reasonable approximation of the computation that is
carried out in these ILU algorithms. For each active vertex
v, the labels of its kv neighbours are considered for a po-
tential move to the corresponding community, an O(kv) op-
eration, considering that selecting the best move involves a
maximisation of kv terms. We ignore the constant overhead
of processing inactive vertices and the fact that active ver-
tices that change their label must carry out a further O(kv)
operation to set the active flag of their neighbours. In prac-
tise, with all other conditions fixed, we find empirically that
runtime and W follow an approximately linear relationship
and W gives a measure of how much useful computation is
carried out, excluding the overhead.
In Figures 2 and 3 we show the modularities and work-

load that result from running the LP algorithm on the Pokec
graph, under a number of different node traversal orderings,
as box-plots based on 100 trial runs. Six orderings are cho-
sen,

1. Random ordering;

2. Increasing degree ordering;

3. Decreasing degree ordering;

4. BFS starting from the node of maximum degree and or-
dering the nodes in each level set in order of decreasing
degree;

5. BFS starting from the node of minimum degree and or-
dering the nodes in each level set in order of increasing
degree;

6. BFS starting with a random node and ordering the
nodes in each level set randomly.

The wide variation in results is striking. Choosing the
nodes from high to low degree results in fast mixing and

Figure 2: Modularity of LP communities for different
traversal Orderings on the Pokec network.

Figure 3: Workload of LP algorithm for different traversal
Orderings on the Pokec network.

hence low workload, but also results in low modularity, be-
cause the labels mix into a giant community. A random
ordering gives a wide variation of workloads and modulari-
ties.

BFS starting from a random node results in lower work-
load on average than a fully random ordering and a similar
range of modularities. On the other hand BFS starting from
low degree node results in low workload and high modular-
ity with practically no variance. It would appear to be the
best compromise in terms of workload and quality.

5.2 MM on Pokec
The MM algorithm is less prone to getting trapped in un-

desirable local maxima than LP. We find that, running on
the above orderings, the algorithm converges to solutions
that vary in modularity in a range between 0.658 and 0.676.
Nevertheless, the work required to reach this solution varies
according to update order. The decreasing degree order re-
quires W = 2.058 × 108, while the increasing degree order
requires more than twice as much work (W = 5.369× 108).
Random ordering requires W = 3.784×108 on average while



a BFS from a random node requires slightly less work on av-
erage (W = 3.682× 108) and from the highest degree node,
less again (W = 3.481× 108)
Similar behaviour is seen in other social network graphs

of highly non-uniform degree distribution such as the Orkut
social network graph. It follows that an analyst may prefer
the decreasing degree order to speed convergence.

5.3 Asynchronous Ordered Computations
On a shared-memory multicore, a simple approach to ap-

proximating a desired update order is to apply an asyn-
chronous update by parallelising the sequential loop that
iterates through the vertices in the desired order using a
parallel for operation, on the assumption that race con-
ditions will have only a minor impact on the outcome. How-
ever, the impact is quite dramatic. On the Orkut network,
the workload experienced by the asynchronous version of the
decreasing degree ordering on 4 threads is on average 3.7
times greater than on a single thread and this grows to 4.6
times when 16 threads are used. Moreover, it is clear that a
static scheduling of the loop would assign all the high-degree
(and therefore work-intensive) vertices to the same thread,
leading to high load imbalance. Our empirical evaluation
shows that even an adaptive dynamic schedule (using the
OpenMP guided scheduler) still leads to high load imbal-
ance. The result is that a speed-up of only 1.17 is achieved
on eight threads.
It transpires that much better control of the work-load

can be achieved by adopting the semi-synchronous approach.
Nevertheless, this also introduces extra overhead, through
the synchronisation steps – this trade-off will be explored
later in the paper.

6. COLOURING ALGORITHMS
The performance of the semi-synchronous algorithm is

highly dependent on the choice of colouring algorithm. A
commonly used heuristic is the greedy heuristic [2] sum-
marised in Algorithm 3, which depends, firstly, on the or-
dering in which the vertices are visited and, secondly, on
how a colour is chosen from amongst those not forbidden.
Hasenplaugh et. al. provide a comprehensive overview of
sequential an parallel graph colouring algorithms using a
number of different node ordering heuristics [6]. In many
applications, an optimal colouring is considered to be one
in which the total number of colours is minimised. In this
case, a good choice for the choose(.) function is min(.) and
vertices may be traversed in order of degree. Using the min-
imum function can lead to a highly unbalanced colouring,
in which a few colour sets contain many more vertices than
the others. For the PSILU algorithms considered here, each
colour set is separately parallelised by distributing its ver-
tices among the available threads. Thus, a highly unbal-
anced colouring does not necessarily mean an unbalanced
workload, as the work carried out by each thread is propor-
tional to the sum of the degrees of the vertices allocated to
the thread in a complete pass through the vertex set. In
fact, if static scheduling is used to distribute the vertices
within each colour, then the ordering of the vertices within

each colour has a larger impact on the load balance. In par-
ticular, if vertices were ordered by degree within each colour
set, then some threads would get a disproportional amount
of work. A guided schedule over a randomly ordered colour

set is found to be the most effective in ensuring small load
imbalance.

A further consideration is the total number of iterations
required for the algorithm to converge and the total work-
load, W . Iterating over an independent set slows mixing
as, by construction, no vertex in the colour set shares a
neighbour with any vertex. In particular, if the first colour
set traversed is very large (as may be typical of an algo-
rithm that seeks to minimise the total number of colours),
then all the vertices within this set are effectively updat-
ing in synchronous mode, as their updates all depend on
the labels of neighbours from the previous pass. This sug-
gests that to speed mixing, the colour sets should not be too
large, while if they are too small, the speed of a single pass
through the algorithm will be affected by a large number
of synchronisations after each colour is processed. Thus, an
effective heuristic for colouring for ILU community-finding
algorithms is

1. To minimise the number of iterations, choose a balanced

colouring algorithm, in which the work per colour is as
balanced as possible across all colours;

2. To minimise the load imbalance per iteration, choose
an vertex ordering within each colour set, so that the
work per thread is as balanced as possible and use a
dynamic scheduling of work.

Given a particular vertex visit preference order, we can
also ask if a colouring strategy can be found that adheres
to that preference as closely as possible. For instance, if
decreasing degree update order is preferred in the ILU al-
gorithm, then colouring the vertices in order of decreasing
degree, ensures that high-degree vertices in general get low
colour values and hence are processed early in the ILU up-
date sweep. Thus a simple strategy is to colour the vertices
in the order in which we would like them to be processed by
the ILU algorithm.

As for choosing the non-forbidden colour, we distinguish
between three variants:

• Random Greedy Heuristic (RG): choose(.) = a ran-
domly chosen non-forbidden colour.

• First Greedy Heuristic (FG): choose(.) = min(.) –
This variant aims at minimising the total number of
colours. However, this can lead to a highly unbalanced
colouring.

• Smallest Greedy Heuristic (SG): choose(.) = the
non-forbidden colour, such that the number of nodes
associated with the colour is minimised. This leads to
highly balanced colours, though the number of colours
can be larger than First greedy approach.

6.1 Analysis of Coloured Orderings on Pokec
For each of the RG, FG and SG colouring strategies, we

form the colour sets using three different node traversal or-
derings – namely a BFS ordering starting from a random
node and decreasing and increasing degree ordering. We ex-
amine the modularity and workloads that are obtained using
the LP algorithm and the different resulting vertex orderings
in Figures 4 and 5. For SG, the BFS traversal ordering leads
to a similar set of modularity values and workloads as using



Algorithm 3 Sequential Greedy Colouring

Input: G(V,E)
1: ∀v ∈ V, c(v)← 0, i← 1
2: π ← ordering of the vertices
3: while i 6= n do

4: v ← π(i), i ← i + 1, F ← ∅ (F holds the forbidden
colours for v)

5: for each n ∈ N(v) do
6: F ← F ∪ c(n)
7: end for

8: cm = choose{j > 0 : j /∈ F}, c(v) = cm,
9: end while

Output: ∀v ∈ V c(v)

the asynchronous LP with BFS ordering starting from ran-
dom source (as presented in figures 2 and 3), though with
greater variance. The decreasing degree visit ordering leads
to small workload, but also low modularities. These low
modularity values are avoided while low work-load is main-
tained when MM is used. It would appear that FG with de-
creasing degree node ordering would be the best choice as it
results in the highest modularity value on average. However
this approach also results in the highest workload. On the
other hand RG with increasing degree node ordering seems
to be the best compromise between high average modularity
and low average workload.
It is important to note that the workload is independent

of the number of threads and hence the coloured order-
ings have the potential to achieve greater speed-up in semi-
synchronous mode, than that achieved by the asynchronous
method.

Figure 4: Modularity and workload for different colour
orderings on the Pokec network.

Figure 5: Modularity and workload for different colour
orderings on the Pokec network.

6.2 Blocked Colouring Strategy

Figure 6: Merging vertices into larger units of work

Another strategy to mitigate against slow mixing when
updating on independent sets of vertices is to carry out a
blocked colouring strategy. In the standard ILU, the tasks
that are allocated to each thread consist of a single vertex
update. A generalisation is to combine multiple vertices into
a single task. See Figure 6 in which a block graph is formed
by merging groups of three vertices. A colouring of the block
graph allows non-conflicting tasks to be updated in paral-
lel. As each block of vertices is updated on a single thread,
vertex updates within a block are immediately available to
their neighbours in the same block – thus, label mixing can
begin even in the first colour update. One drawback of this
approach is that task unbalance can be exacerbated when
a number of high degree vertices are allocated to the same
block. Also, depending on the network, the block graph may
be significantly more dense than the original graph, hence re-
quiring more colours. On the other hand, when the network
exhibits hierarchical structure, blocking can be an effective
way to ensure fast mixing in the lower levels of the hier-
archy. In our implementation, given a block size, we visit
vertices in a given order and form blocks by merging them
with neighbouring vertices in a breadth-first manner.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we report our analysis on the performance

of our semi-synchronous implementation and the design choi-
ces involved in its engineering. In the LP algorithm, we use
random tie breaking and whenever there is a random element
to the algorithm, e.g. when random colouring is applied, we
report average run-times, speed-up over multiple runs. Note
that we have carefully benchmarked our code with that pre-
sented in [17] and have confirmed that our asynchronous
implementation on a single thread produces identical out-
put with that code.

Our evaluation attempts to answer the following ques-
tions:

• How is the work-load W affected by different vertex
traversal orderings?

• How does the overhead of synchronisation affect the
performance of semi-synchronous algorithms?

• To what extent does load imbalance affect the speed-up
of the algorithms?

While the total work-load W provides a measure of the
total amount of computation that is carried out by the al-
gorithms, run-time is also affected by overhead. In the
asynchronous method, threads synchronise after each pass



Table 2: LP on 1 and 8 Processors : RG and Asynchronous with Decreasing Degree Ordering.

Network Method # Cols # Sweeps W×10
9 tcol t1 t8 S m1 m8

Orkut Async Deg ↓ 1 4.4/28.6 0.46/1.37 0s 24.4s 37.2s 0.65 ∼ 0 0.07
Orkut RG Deg ↓ 40.6 25.8 1.00 8.65s 174.4s 35.5s 4.90 0.53 0.55
Pokec Async Deg ↓ 1 15.4/16.3 0.15/0.13 0s 7.87s 3.48s 2.25 0.0003 0.01
Pokec RG Deg ↓ 39 52.25 0.45 1.33s 33.8s 7.55s 4.47 0.17 0.30
UK 2002 Async Deg ↓ 1 30.2/30.2 1.15/1.41 0s 51.4s 41.5s 1.23 0.97 0.95
UK 2002 RG Deg ↓ 944 30 1.23 4.5s 120.7s 29.7s 4.06 0.96 0.96

through the vertices; the semi-synchronous methods have
more synchronisation points by a factor of the number of
colours. Hence the number of colours and the number of
sweeps through the vertices give an indication of the amount
of overhead. Semi-synchronous methods also have the over-
head of computing the colouring.

7.1 LP Algorithm
We summarise results obtained for 1 and 8 threads on the

two social network graphs and on the UK 2002 network in
Tables 2 and 3, contrasting the decreasing degree ordering
with increasing degree ordering. In the case of the asyn-
chronous method, the two values given for # sweeps and
W correspond to the averages obtained on 1 and 8 threads;
t1, t8 are the total run-times; tcol is the time taken to colour
the graph; S is the speedup on 8 threads with respect to
the same algorithm run on a single thread; m1,m8 are the
modularity values obtained on the corresponding number of
threads.
Note the larger speed-up obtained for the semi-synchronous

algorithms, compared with the asynchronous approach. Ex-
cept for the Pokec network, the run-time obtained on 8 pro-
cessors is smaller with semi-synchronous method, despite
the greater number of synchronisation points and colouring
overhead. Moreover, the RG coloured ordering avoids the gi-
ant community local minimum that LP falls into when run
in a strictly decreasing degree ordering on the social network
graphs. As pointed out in Section 5.1, the results on the so-
cial network graphs are highly volatile. On the other hand,
the UK 2002 graph shows much more stability, with mod-
ularity values generally robust to the ordering of the algo-
rithm. When increasing degree order is used, generally there
is significantly more work done in order for LP to converge,
which leads to large run-times. Colouring in increasing de-
gree order tends to result in more colours and hence more
synchronisation points for the semi- synchronous algorithm.
Furthermore, the work is much more balanced by the dy-
namic scheduler in the asynchronous method, resulting in an
increase in speed-up. The overhead of the semi-synchronous
method now means that it lags behind the asynchronous
method in run-time.

7.2 MM Algorithm
In terms of work-load and scalability, we can reach many

of the same conclusions with the MM algorithm as are reached
with the LP algorithm. The convergence criterion is impor-
tant in this case. Generally, if the MM algorithm was al-
lowed to complete to full convergence (i.e. until no more
vertex updates occur in a sweep of the algorithm), then all
orderings would reach similar modularity scores, but the de-
creasing degree ordering does so much more quickly. For
instance, on the Orkut network, decreasing degree order-

ing reaches a modularity score of 0.66 with a work-load of
2.11× 109 (160s on a single thread) while increasing degree
ordering reaches a slightly smaller modularity of 0.63, but
with a work-load of 3.37 × 109 (282s). On the other hand,
if we apply a stopping condition based on ∆m, then de-
creasing degree ordering still succeeds in reaching the high
modularity score, while the other orderings exit with com-
parably lower modularity scores (see Figure 8). If synchroni-
sation is applied after each colour update to keep ∆m exact,
then semi-synchronous cannot compete with asynchronous
in terms of run-time. However, with synchronisation applied
only at the end of a full vertex sweep, we can see the ad-
vantage of a coloured ordered ordering. The run-time of the
asynchronous and RG decreasing degree strategies is shown
in Figure 7. Again, asynchronous decreasing degree order-
ing fails to achieve speed-up on multiple threads due to the
load imbalance and varying work-loads that it incurs when
running on multiple threads. The peak at 8 threads, is due
to the fact that, on our architecture, race conditions lead to
the method requiring more than twice as much work as on
a single thread. In contrast, the semi-synchronous strategy
maintains a relatively consistent work-load, which is larger
than that of pure decreasing degree ordering on a single
thread, but yields better performance after 4 threads.
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Figure 7: Asynchronous Runtime v RG Runtime on the
Orkut Network

7.3 Blocked Colouring
We explore the effect of blocking with two of the networks,

Orkut and UK 2002. Following a decreasing degree order,
we merge neighbouring vertices in a breadth-first manner to
form blocks. Using the RG colouring strategy in decreasing
degree order, we run a single thread LP algorithm on the
Orkut and UK 2002 graphs for block sizes in the range 1
to 128. The results are shown in Figure 9. Grouping just
two vertices together results in more thaw a halving of the
run-time after which further increases in block-size give just



Table 3: LP on 1 and 8 Processors : RG and Asynchronous with Increasing Degree Ordering.

Network Method # Cols # Sweeps W×10
9 tcol t1 t8 S m1 m8

Orkut Async Deg ↑ 1 32.4/57.6 1.60/1.76 0s 88.4s 23.1s 3.81 0.51 0.54
Orkut RG Deg ↑ 304.6 56 2.8 7.4s 195.0s 41.0s 4.75 0.52 0.52
Pokec Async Deg ↑ 1 76/80 0.5/0.58 0s 33.18s 5.94s 5.58 0.24 0.39
Pokec RG Deg ↑ 90.75 86 0.57 1.14s 48.5s 8.5s 5.71 0.48 0.55

UK 2002 Async Deg ↑ 1 40/38 1.54/1.551 0s 70.8s 20.0s 3.54 0.92 0.95
UK 2002 RG Deg ↑ 944 44.4 1.57 6.1s 145.5s 40.89s 4.19 0.92 0.92
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Figure 8: Modularities Achieved with RG colouring and
different orderings.

small gains in run-time. Based on these results, we choose
a block size of 4 for the Orkut network and 16 for the UK
2002 network and run the algorithm on multiple threads, in
Figure 10. The strong interconnectedness of vertices at the
core of social networks, means that blocking tends to group
high-degree nodes together which are very highly connected
within the rest of the core. This results in a blocked graph
that is more dense than the original graph. As a result, more
colours are required to colour the graph. On Orkut, while on
average 117 colours are required for the original graph, 545
are required when vertices are merged into blocks of size 4.
On the other hand, UK 2002 web graph has a more hierar-
chical structure which blocking helps to reveal, resulting in a
blocked graph which can be coloured with 92 colours on av-
erage with blocks of size 16, compared with the 944 required
on the original graph. The resulting fewer synchronisation
points, along with the fact that labels can immediately mix
between connected vertices within blocks gives the blocked
strategy an advantage over the non-blocked method. On
the other hand, scalability is hampered by the larger work
units, which can lead to more imbalance. While both net-
works maintain their performance improvement over a block
size of 1, the UK 2002 network maintains a better speed-up
(3.05 on 8 processors) compared with Orkut (only 1.71 on 8
processors).

8. CONCLUSION
In the past, the parallel and distributed ILU implementa-

tions did not consider using a semi-synchronous approach,
as it was considered to be too slow to be practically viable.
In this paper, we have shown that on shared-memory plat-
forms, this algorithm can be engineered to be as fast (and
sometimes even faster than) the asynchronous approach,
without the race conditions and the related cache-coherency
issues associated with the latter. A major advantage of our
engineered approach is that it gives the control of node up-
date ordering back to the algorithm developer. The num-
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ber of iterations and the quality of the resulting clusters
produced by our approach is invariant to architecture and
systems layer issues.

We find that node ordering and graph colouring tech-
niques have a significant impact on the running time of
the semi-synchronous approach and the quality of the re-
sulting communities. Thus, to achieve good performance, a
user needs to carefully select the node ordering and graph
colouring technique based on the structure of the graph be-
ing considered (if known in advance) and the overall appli-
cation objective.

For the node ordering, our results show that decreasing
node ordering results in fast label mixing but it often results
in one giant community yielding low modularity values. On
the other hand, increasing degree node ordering produces a
large variation in results, requiring multiple runs of the algo-
rithm in order to maximise the modularity value. For social



network graphs, the BFS with increasing degree node order-
ing seems to be the best choice, as it reduces the variation
both in modularity and workload.
The modularity of the communities identified by the MM

algorithm is more robust to node ordering than the LP al-
gorithm. However, similar to LP, the workload for MM al-
gorithm varies a lot with the node update ordering. Thus,
a decreasing degree ordering is preferable for the MM algo-
rithm, to speed the convergence.
Using the right colouring strategy one can preserve the

preferred node ordering while the LP algorithm is run in par-
allel on a number of threads. That is the semi-synchronous
LP is completely deterministic and therefore it returns the
control over the node ordering back to the developer. Our
findings suggest that even simple and highly parallelisable
colouring strategies can achieve the desired node ordering.
For instance the SG colouring with BFS node ordering strat-
egy results in similar modularity and workload values as pure
BFS node ordering.
Our blocked colouring strategy can speed the asynchronous

LP considerably if used on networks with hierarchical struc-
ture.
Our engineering of the semi-synchronous approach is based

on a careful selection of node ordering and graph colouring
strategy in order to maximise the run time performance and
the quality of the resulting communities.
Most scalable graph processing systems proposed in recent

years (e.g., Pregel [11], GraphLab [10], GraphChi [8]), are
based on a vertex-centric model of computation. In this
model, each node and edge is associated with some labels
and the computation consists of iteratively updating these
labels. ILU is a natural framework for community detection
in this computation model. The insights learnt from our
work can be particularly useful in engineering ILU for these
systems. In fact, our results can be more generally useful
for designing and engineering many other algorithms in the
vertex-centric computation model, where the mixing rate of
labels is an important concern.
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